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Does the modification proposed provide Transmission

System Users with enough assurance that their Plant is not

going to be subjected to unacceptable risks due to Sub-

Synchronous Oscillations? If not, please clarify why.

Yes

Yes, the requirement that no user’ s equipment shal l cause damage

to another user’s equipment related to SSO i s defi nitive ,al though

users may wish a safety margi n this is very di fficult to defi ne as a

level of “undamage”.

Yes

Yes.Noting that the NETS SQSS should be modified to:

- i ncl ude a defini ti on for Sub-Synchronous Oscil lations and a

definition for Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous Osci llations;

- specify w ithin Section 2, Section 4and Section 7of the NETS SQSS

that following a secured event, there shal l be no Unacceptable Sub-

Synchronous Oscillations; and

- specify w ithin Section 2and Section 7of the NETS SQSS that in

relation to the power pl ant under consideration, Sub-Synchronous

Oscil lati ons criteria shoul d be met when the Generating Unit i s

operating at the output leve l w here i t is most vul nerable to Sub-

Synchronous Oscillations.

Yes,having been acti vely involved i n the worki ng group process we

believe that the proposed modification provides Users with the

appropriate degree of reassurance.

Does the modification proposed strike the right balance

between operational risks and the cost of constraints

required to mitigate this risk? If not, please provide

evidence.

Although the costs of potential constraints have not been

quantified, it does appear that the right bal ance has been achieved.
Yes Yes Yes Yes,w e believe that the right balance has been struck.

Does the modification proposed strike the right balance

between capital investment and operational expenditure? If

not, please provide evidence.

The proposal has not quantified the potential capital or operational

expenditure. I t is i mplied that the most effi cient sol ution to

mi ti gate SSO wi ll be adopted –provided thi s is demonstrated by a

cost benefit analysis that is shared wi th affected parties the right

balance is expected. I t is better for the safety and securi ty of the

system to spend the money up front to avoid the problems by the

design than spend money on constrai nt payments.

Yes Yes Yes Yes,w e believe so.

The Workgroup concluded that although the System

Instability criteria stipulated within the NETS SQSS apply in

principle to Sub-Synchronous Oscillations, the le tter of the

definition is not necessarily applicable as it is almost

impossible to be met. Does this constitute any operational

risk to the Transmission System and/or User’s Plant? If yes,

please specify these risks.

Clearly any insufficient damping of SSO will have a negative impact

on synchronous generators,and may be of a level that w ill cause

long term loss of plant li fe w hich is di fficult to quantify and

attribute to a parti cul ar source. Monitori ng of at-risk plant appears

to be the most effect way of mitigating this,but any moni toring has

to go hand-in-hand with an agreed plan on what actions to take if

unacceptable leve ls are observed.

No No

We agree that, in the context of SSO, the System Instabili ty criteria

would have been very difficult and probably costly to meet. No, we

do not consi der this constitutes any operational risk to the

Transmission System and/or User’s Plant.

Do you agree that the definitions for Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations and Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations should be generic such that it covers all well-

established phenomena that might result in Unacceptable

SSO; does not restrict Transmission Licensees from

investigating any other potential interactions that might

arise due to new generation and transmission

te chnologies; and applies equally to all types of generation

and transmission plant? If not, please clarify your rationale.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes we are in agreement that the defini ti on should be sui tably

generic to allow for the Transmission Licensees to investi gate any

future interactions which might arise from the introduction of new

technology onto the Transmission system.

Do the definitions proposed for both Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations and Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations meet the criteria mentioned above? If not,

please clarify why.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
We beli eve the wording to be consi stent with the criteria

mentioned above.

Do you agree to the choice of word “Insufficient damping”

within the definition of Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations rather than specifying a numerical value (e.g.

zero)? If not, please advise what level of damping is

deemed to be sufficient taking into account the potential

differences between different types of plants and between

units of the same type but of different rating.

Yes

Yes, as it is impossible to get damping values of zero or greater for

all frequencies less than 50Hz as soon as seri es capacitors are added

to the transmission network.

Yes Yes

We agree wi th the choice of the word ‘insuffici ent’ as this al lows a

level to be specified taking i nto account the particular

characteristics of the netw ork under consideration and the different

pl ant i nvol ved.

The modification proposal places the responsibility of

mitigating the risks of Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous

Oscillations arising because of transmission plant on

Transmission Licensees. However, it allows them to

partially or fully fulfil this obligation via reasonably

specifying some site specific requirements on

Transmission System Users. Do you agree to this

approach? If no, please clarify your concerns.

In the majori ty of cases, no. Only in ci rcumstances where it can be

clearl y demonstrated that a site specific soluti on is the most

economic and practi cal way to mitigate SSO can transmission

licensees appl y additional requirements on the user. However, the

obligation to mitigate SSO should remain with transmission

licensees (i .e. the licensee must stil l ensure the mitigation is

acceptabl e). If s ite speci fi c requirements on generators are applied,

they should not requi re Users to make costl y or technicall y

unproven modi fi cations to their pl ant. i.e. i nstalli ng moni toring or

alarms is OK, making custom modificati ons to plant is not.

Yes provided the costs of impl ementi ng site specific requirements

by a user are met by the Transmission Licensees as i t is the ir

obligation.

How is i t agreed what l evel of monitoring is required and how i s a

di sagreement between an exi sting generator and the TO resolved?

(i.e .an existing generator could bel ieve that more moni toring is

required to safeguard the generator than the TO beli eves i s

necessary – how would this be resolved?)

Yes. I t is noted that in 4.31 that one Transmissi on Licensee, SPT, has

installed SSO monitori ng equipment to some of the Synchronous

Generating Uni ts connected near the Series Capacitors and Western

HVDC Li nk. This equipment wi ll allow NGET, SPT, and the User to

moni tor SSO and ensure that no plant is exposed to Unacceptable

SSO risks. This was at the Transmissi on Licensee's cost. However, it

is important to confirm that there are no requirements on the User

to instal l any Sub-Synchronous Oscillations protecti on.

We agree wi th this approach parti cul arly when considering that a

site-specific requi rement could provide the most cost-effective

overal l solution.

In order to comply with the generic definition of

Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous Oscillations, it is expected

that, where necessary, Transmission Licensees will specify

to a Generator an electrical damping characteristic, in case

of Synchronous Generating Units, or a network impedance

characteristic, in case of Power Park Modules, and require

that the Generator design their plant such that it does not

result in Unacceptable Sub-Synchronous Oscillations. Do

you agree to that approach? If no, please propose

alternatives.

No. I t is highly unlike ly that a re-design of the turbine-generator

characteri stics wi ll be the opti mal solution. There are many other

design cri teria for this plant that are of higher priority and the

selecti on of series compensation/HVDC technol ogies by other

parties should not force devel opers and desi gners to make bespoke

site specific pl ant. This will i ncrease costs and technical risks. The

generator i s responsibl e to identify if there is a ri sk of SSO, but

changing the design is not the default (or like ly) solution.

Mi ti gation measures external to the power plant may represent

better value, and potentially give the System Operator more

fl exibility in future. A CBA is required to demonstrate w hat the

best solution i s. HNP is not aware of technical sol utions that will

easi ly add a known amount of damping to torsional modes of

vibration to a turbi ne generator. Hence there is a large technical and

cost risk. I t would be helpful if National Grid can identify credible

technical sol utions before we coul d agree such words that might

place an obligation on generators to do somethi ng.

Yes, as previously stated i t is i mpossibl e to have dampi ng val ues of

above zero for all frequencies, hence negative damping must exi st

at some frequencies. As system modi fi cations take place the system

will be tuned on the basis of existi ng generati on with the negative

damping frequencies being set not to cause issues with these

generators, hence going forward the simplest sol ution is to speci fy

requirements on new generation that they must be designed to

avoid the frequency bands where negative damping already exi sts.

Yes – however a new generator who i s connecting should have

abil ity to negotiate the most economic solution w ith the TO which

may involve work on the TO’s assets rather than sol ely the new

generator’s assets.

Yes

Without knowledge of the impedance characteristics of a new or

proposed synchronous generator, Transmission Licensees will not

be able to provide a generator-specific damping characteristic.

However, as TO, SPT would i dentify any machine considered at ri sk

of SSO and work wi th the User to achieve an appropri ate l evel of

dampi ng and mitigate any SSO ri sk. Network impedance

characteristics are useful when assessi ng SSO ri sks and, as TO, we

would agree wi th usi ng this approach w here appropriate .

Do you agree to the general outline proposed for the

process of defining and/or agreeing the damping

characteristics or the network impedance characteristics?

Please highlight any risks that might arise from this

approach.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – we agree with the general process outlined i n the document.

Do you agree to the generic wording proposed for the

Bilateral Agreement set out in Annex 4 of this Consultation

Document? Please clarify any concerns.

I disagree with the wording below in respect of synchronous plant

who are affect by external SSO sources

“The User shall ensure that all Sub-Synchronous Oscillations that

may arise from interactions between the User’s Generating Unit(s)

and the National Electricity Transmission System are sufficiently

damped.”

Obligations pl aced on owners of SSO sources applied vi a 6.3.16 and

6.1.9 should not be transferred to other parti es. It is in the affected

parties’ interest to monitor and ensure SSO does not exist, but they

shal l not be obl igated to ensure SSO does not arise – for certain

mi ti gation designs they wil l not even have the ability to control the

level of SSO so are not even in a position to meet this requi rement.

It should be recogni sed that exi sting synchronous machi ne desi gns

do not suffer SSO –this potential risk is entirel y the result of actions

by TSOs installing series capacitor compensation or others installing

HVDC converter stations.

Yes Yes Yes Yes we agree.

Do the modifications proposed protect Transmission

Access rights for all Transmission System Users? If not,

please specify why.

Yes

In pri nci ple yes, however defining a "specific Generator e lectrical

damping characteristi c” for a new generator will probabl y be

locati on specific and hence Users may be restricted from installing

certain generator types at certain l ocation, but i t is difficult to see

how this can be avoided.

Yes Yes.

Is there any evidence that Users will be inappropriately or

adversely affected by the changes proposed? If so please

provide details.

The subj ect of compensation for damage caused to users’ plant as a

result of another party has not been addressed. In the event that

SSO damage can be directly l inked to an SSO source which has not

been mitigated correctly, the compensation to the affected users

must be reasonable .Al so, i n cases when the most economic

mi ti gation can be demonstrated to be User Works, it i s the affected

generator that must pay whereas for Enabli ng Works this cost is

shared. This is not a consistent charging approach.

No No No
We are currently not aware of any evidence which woul d suggest

that Users would be adversely affected by the proposals.

Do you believe that GC0077 better facilitates the

appropriate Grid Code objectives?

For reference the appli cabl e Gri d Code objectives are:

(i) to permit the development, maintenance and operation of an

efficient, coordinated and economical system for the transmission of

electricity; Yes

(ii) to facilitate competition in the generation and supply of electricity

(and without limiting the foregoing, to facilitate the national

electricity transmission system being made available to persons

authorised to supply or generate electricity on terms which neither

prevent nor restrict competition in the supply or generation of

electricity); No, as user works are charged differently to enabling

works. Adversely affected users may also be subject to greater

technical ri sks without sufficient compensation measures in place.

(iii) subject to sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii), to promote the security

and efficiency of the electricity generation, transmission and

distribution systems in the national electricity transmission system

operator area taken as a whole; and Yes

(iv) to efficiently discharge the obligations imposed upon the licensee

by this license and to comply with the Electricity Regulation and any

relevant legally binding decisions of the European Commission

and/or the Agency. No, the transmission licensee’s should not be

able to pass their obli gations on to users.

Yes Yes

Do you believe that GSR018 better facilitates the

appropriate NETS SQSS objectives?

For reference the appli cabl e NETS SQSS obj ectives are: (i) facilitate

the planning,development and maintenance of an efficient,

coordinated and economical system of electricity transmission, and

the operation of that system in an efficient, economic and

coordinated manner; Yes

(ii) ensure an appropriate level of security and quality of supply and

safe operation of the National Electricity Transmission System; Yes

(iii) facilitate effective competition in the generation and supply of

electricity, and (so far as consistent therewith) facilitating such

competition in the distribution of electricity; and No, as user works

are charged differently to enabl ing works. Adversely affected users

may also be subject to greater technical risks wi thout sufficient

compensation measures i n place.

(iv) facilitate electricity Transmission Licensees to comply with their

obligations under EU law. No, the transmi ssion licensee’s should

not be able to pass their obli gations on to users.

Yes Yes Yes

Do you generally support the modifications proposed by

the workgroup? If not, please clarify your concerns.

The proposed wordi ng on p45of the consul tation report requi res

modi fying. The handl ing of user works and enabli ng works costs

needs to be consistent and fai r. Transmission licensees should not

be able to transfer to others their obligations as written in the gri d

code and SQSS.

Yes Yes Yes

Having been acti ve ly involved i n the workgroup and i ts

deliberations we are supporti ve of the modi fi cations proposals

being put forward by the workgroup.

Are there any further technical considerations that need to

be taken into account?
No No No No

Please provide any other comments you feel are relevant

to the proposed changes.
N/A No N/A None No addi ti onal comments



Points that Invite Clarification
SSE Generation

 We believe that the proposal is
consistent with this

 There are already mechanisms in
CUSC to address disagreements
between Transmission Licensees and
Users

a new generator who is connecting should have ability
to negotiate the most economic solution with the TO
which may involve work on the TO’s assets rather than
solely the new generator’s assets.

How is it agreed what level of monitoring is required and
how is a disagreement between an existing generator
and the TO resolved? (i.e. an existing generator could
believe that more monitoring is required to safeguard
the generator than the TO believes is necessary – how
would this be resolved?)
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Points that Invite Clarification
Scottish Power Transmission

 The proposal described “a reasonable
process” to meet the requirements.

 Data availability is critical. This is less
of an issue for new plant.

 Plant impedance data should be
available early in the design stages.
However, if this change later in the
process, the analysis could change.

 The process has not been embedded
in the code and, provided that all
parties (User/TO/SO) are
comfortable, could be changed for a
specific connection.

Without knowledge of the impedance characteristics of
a new or proposed synchronous generator,
Transmission Licensees will not be able to provide a
generator-specific damping characteristic. However, as
TO, SPT would identify any machine considered at risk
of SSO and work with the User to achieve an
appropriate level of damping and mitigate any SSO risk.
Network impedance characteristics are useful when
assessing SSO risks and, as TO, we would agree with
using this approach where appropriate.
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Points that Invite Clarification
Scottish Power Generation

 Once the User has a firm connection, their
rights will be protected. However, similar to
any other connection, the viability of the
connection might be affected by restrictions
on the system that require reinforcements
that are either costly or would require a
long time to deliver. This is not limited to
SSO related works.

 With discussions with SPG, it was
established that the response cover the
case where the SSO risks are triggered by
a new Transmission Plant. Whereas,
changes that are triggered by a new User’s
connection or a modification to the plant of
an existing User, costs are to be covered
by the User

Defining a "specific Generator electrical damping
characteristic” for a new generator will probably be
location specific and hence Users may be restricted
from installing certain generator types at certain
location, but it is difficult to see how this can be avoided.

Yes provided the costs of implementing site specific
requirements by a user are met by the Transmission
Licensees as it is their obligation.
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Points that Invite Clarification
Horizon Nuclear Power

 Question is related to the applicability of the
12s time constant specified in the system
instability criteria to SSO

 Time constants of some mechanical modes
are inherently longer than 12s

 The proposal requires that all SSO modes
have sufficient damping but time constants
below 12s are not guaranteed

Clearly any insufficient damping of SSO will have a
negative impact on synchronous generators, and may
be of a level that will cause long term loss of plant life
which is difficult to quantify and attribute to a particular
source. Monitoring of at-risk plant appears to be the
most effect way of mitigating this, but any monitoring
has to go hand-in-hand with an agreed plan on what
actions to take if unacceptable levels are observed.
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Points that Invite Clarification
Horizon Nuclear Power

 The conclusions are based on empirical
evidence and the assumption that the
existing NETS SQSS provides the right
balance between operational costs/risks
and between capital costs/operational costs
for pole slipping events.

 This is not an SSO specific issue. Users’
plant might be damaged due to several
reasons. This include unacceptable
overvoltage, harmonics, pole slipping, etc.
It is expected that any damage arising from
SSO will be treated in the same manner as
anything else.

Although the costs of potential constraints have not
been quantified,….

The proposal has not quantified the potential capital or
operational expenditure.

The subject of compensation for damage caused to
users’ plant as a result of another party has not been
addressed. In the event that SSO damage can be
directly linked to an SSO source which has not been
mitigated correctly, the compensation to the affected
users must be reasonable.

9
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Issue raised by HNP
Funding modifications to new User’s Plant

 The change to the system is the new User’s
Plant.

 The party who triggers the change, i.e. the
new User, would ordinarily incur the costs
associated with maintaining compliance.

 The responsibility of compliance might lie
down with someone else (e.g. HVDC
Converter owner or Transmission
Licensee).

 This has been applied consistently for other
Grid Code requirements such harmonics
and voltage step changes.

Potentially non-compliant transmission system

Compliant
Transmission System

New
User’s
Plant
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Issue raised by HNP
Funding modifications to new User’s Plant

 Assuming that a User applies to
connect a synchronous generating
unit and there is a risk of interaction
with

 Case 1: Another User’s HVDC
converter

 Case 2: A Transmission
Licensee’s plant (converter or
series capacitor)

 Case 1: The new User incurs all the
costs.

 Case 2: The new User incurs only the
costs of modifications to their plant

Case 1 Case 2

Existing plant User’s
HVDC
Converter

Transmission
plant

Applicable Grid Code
provisions

CC.6.3.16 GC0077

Applicable NETS SQSS
provision

N/A GSR018

Party accountable to
mitigate SSO risks

HVDC
Converter
owner

Transmission
Licensees

Funding of any
modifications to existing
plant (User’s HVDC
Converter/Transmission
Licensee’s HVDC Converter/
Transmission Licensees
series capacitor)

New User Transmission
Licensee

Funding of any
modifications to new User
plant

New User New User
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Issue raised by HNP
Funding modifications to new User’s Plant

 The proposal relieves the new User from funding any modifications to existing Transmission
Plant/installations of new Transmission Plant that are required to mitigate SSO risks.

 This assumes that the Authority will allow Transmission Licensees funding for SSO mitigation
measures where it is economic to do so.

 The workgroup took a view that this is consistent with the existing practice and transmission
charging methodologies.

 If this is deemed to be inconsistent, we could revert back to an arrangement where a new User
funds all the works required to mitigate SSO risks in line with the practice used to comply
CC.6.3.16.
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Issue raised by HNP
Potential scope of SSO related User Works

 The proposal assumes that both Transmission Licensees and Users will work closely with their
suppliers to identify the appropriate SSO mitigation measures.

 It is expected, in general, that modifications to new plant are cheaper and easier to implement
than modifications to plant that are already in service.

 The optimal solution would be a User procuring an of-the-shelf Generating Unit that does not
interact with existing transmission plant. Where this is not feasible, e.g. expensive/technically
challenging, other options will be explored.

 It is expected that the costs associated with any specific SSO mitigation measure will be taken
into account when specifying these measures.

 It is not unreasonable to expected that the costs associated with a specific User mitigating SSO
risks arising from their own choice of a plant and a connection site will be paid for by this User.
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Issue raised by HNP
Text proposed for the Bilateral Agreement

 Once SSO mitigation measures have been identified, the responsibility of ensuring that no
Unacceptable SSO take place will be shared between NGET and the User

 NGET will operate the system in a manner that does not reduce the damping levels below that which have
been agreed with the User.

 The User will operate their plant in a manner that ensures that their plant does not interact with this
transmission system to cause Unacceptable SSO.

 Consistent with existing practice

 The intention of the clause is to ensure that the User will not

 Overlook a certain SSO risk in design time scales

 Switch off any equipment that are required to mitigate SSO risks

 Re-tune their AVR, PSS, any additional supplementary control loop, or any of their Power Park Module
control system parameters in a manner that triggers unacceptable SSO.
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Conclusions
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